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One year Macron: France is turning the corner
● On track for a golden decade: One year after we made our call that France is
heading for a golden decade, we remain convinced that the country is turning the
corner. President Emmanuel Macron hit the ground running, pushing through a
labour code reform and corporate tax cuts less than five months after being sworn
into office. What is more, he has not slackened his efforts since, bringing further
proposals (aimed at, among other areas, railway operator SNCF, unemployment
insurance, education and pensions) to the table.
● Macron’s big test – déjà vu 1995? France is experiencing its biggest strikes since
1995, initiated by labour unions that oppose the railway reform and Macron’s
overall agenda. In 1995, the government of the time had to cave in. It abandoned its
reform plans and lost the next election. Will it happen again?
● History rhymes, but does not repeat itself: Macron may offer small concessions to
the unions but we expect him and his reform agenda to largely prevail. (1) Macron
is striving to deliver on what he was elected for. The feeling of betrayal is, thus, far
less prevalent than it was in 1995 when Jacques Chirac tried to implement reforms
he had not campaigned on. (2) The labour unions are fighting for privileges many
regard as relics of a different era. Many citizens do not think the strikes are
justified. (3) Despite a near-term dent to growth, largely owing to one-off factors,
the healthy economic upswing allows Macron to prioritise reforms over unpopular
spending cuts.
● Backdrop remains favourable: Last year, Macron began to fix France’s roof while
the sun was shining. At the start of 2018, the sky turned slightly cloudy across the
global economy: overblown concerns of an inflation surprise and fears of
protectionism have triggered a correction in sentiment across Europe. While this
poses a headwind for Macron, the overall economic backdrop in Europe and
France remains favourable enough to support demand growth at or above trend.
● Big boost to growth, jobs and stock performance: Experience suggests that
reforms take time to work. The benefits of France’s more-flexible labour market
may not be fully visible yet at the 2022 election. Still, if Macron implements most of
his agenda within the next 12 months, as we expect, he would raise the economy’s
long-run potential. Jobs growth could accelerate significantly in coming years, as it
did in other major European countries after key reforms (see Chart 1). If so, French
stocks could outperform their European peers.
Chart 1: Jobs growth before and after major reforms (average annual change, in %)
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A golden decade for the “sick man of Europe”? Still valid
The label “sick man of Europe” for a country with serious structural problems has been
applied at one time or another to nearly every major state in Europe. France is no
exception. Over decades, “la grande nation” saw presidents and governments come with
ambitious plans to reform the country – and saw them go, after failing to deliver these
plans.

“La grande nation” has
long been the “sick man
of Europe”

Meanwhile, previous bearers of the “sick man” label and other countries with severe
problems managed to turn themselves around: the UK under Margaret Thatcher after 1979,
post-communist Europe after 1989, Scandinavia after the 1990 financial crisis, Germany
after 2004, the Baltic countries after their 2007 financial crisis, and the Eurozone periphery
countries from 2010 onwards. Many observers argued that France was irreformable,
suffering from specific traits that made progress impossible.

While other previously
sick men of Europe
shaped up, France did
not

This time is different: One year ago, two days before the second round of the French
presidential election between Macron and Marine Le Pen on 7 May, we made a big call: if
Macron wins and delivers the policies he promised during his presidential campaign,
France would be heading for a golden decade, advancing from close to the bottom to near
the top of the European growth league. One year later, we remain convinced that France is
indeed turning the corner. Unsurprisingly, Macron is facing resistance. Still, his position
and his determination to change France remain strong.

We remain convinced
that France is turning
the corner

The lesson of 2017: France is reformable
After Macron’s decisive victory in the second round of the presidential elections, the party
he founded just a year earlier, La République En Marche! (LREM), also won the legislative
elections by a comfortable margin. Together with its coalition partners the Moderate
Democrats (MoDem), LREM has provided Macron with a clear presidential majority (312
plus 47 equals 359 versus a threshold of 289, out of 577 total seats) in the National
Assembly, the lower house of parliament.

Macron’s party enjoys
majority in parliament

Presidents before him have enjoyed a majority in the National Assembly and talked the
talk, but failed to walk the walk. Unlike his predecessors, Macron has made use of the
strong mandate by delivering many of the policies he had campaigned on. He has pushed
through a labour code reform and corporate tax cuts less than five months after being
sworn into office. What is more, he has not slackened in his efforts since.

He hit the ground
running and has not
slackened in reforming
the country

The share of international companies considering investing more in France jumped to 72%
in 2017 from around 35% in the previous years, according to an Ipsos poll. Macron has
weakened his enemies, including the labour unions, the notoriously fierce advocates and
long-term strongholds of the French social welfare model. They either looked chastened
(the more moderate labour unions such as the CFDT and the FO) or powerless on their own
(the more extreme CGT). During the 2017 protests against the labour code overhaul, they
could not draw the masses they once used to attract to the streets.

Macron has convinced
investors and
overwhelmed labour
unions

The healthy economic upswing across the globe certainly helped. Like many other
countries, France benefited from the stronger cyclical dynamics that set in across the globe
in late 2016. Sentiment turned buoyant and business investment rose by 3.8% in 2017, after
2.7% in 2016 and around 0.9% in 2015. 2017 was the best year in a decade in terms of GDP
growth in the Eurozone (2.5%).

Healthy economic
upswing is welcome
tailwind

In 2017, Macron was a “lucky general” of the sort Napoleon hoped for. But, he is a general
that makes his own luck. Macron is not only fixing the roof while the sun is shining, but
also, and possibly more importantly, he is making (painful) changes early in his
presidency, so they have time to play out over the medium-term. Macron has already
shown that France is reformable.

Macron is not a “lucky
general”, but makes his
own luck
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Overcast start to 2018
Trade tensions and growth moderation in Q1
In 2018, the global tailwinds are still blowing, but not as strongly as before. A surprise rise
in US wage inflation sparked a market correction as fears arose that the central bank
would have to normalise its accommodative stance quicker than expected. Incoming data
for the Eurozone have disappointed this year. Some correction after the outsized surge in
industrial output in late 2017 (+1.5% qoq in Q4) seemed normal. Exceptional factors
(weather, influenza, rebasing of some data series) also weighed on measures of activity.

Global tailwinds are not
blowing as strong in
2018 as before

But the major risk is that of protectionism, stoked by US President Donald Trump, which
has been weighing on Eurozone businesses. In the end, we expect the US, China and the EU
to avoid trade wars and strike deals that will improve access, especially to the Chinese
market. Once the dust settles, business sentiment could recover.

Trade tensions weigh on
sentiment

Still, the resulting uncertainty could continue to weigh on sentiment, especially if the
disputes were to turn noisy again, or in the unlikely case of an escalation. While France may
turn out to be less affected by the uncertainty than more export-oriented member countries
of the Eurozone, it is suffering at least a near-term dent to growth too (French GDP expanded
by 0.3% qoq in Q1 after more than 0.6% on average qoq in 2017).

At least a near-term dent
to growth

As companies become more cautious, they may not raise investment as much as we had
expected at the beginning of the year. At a stage of the cycle where investment growth is a
key contributor to the above-trend growth, a serious slowdown in capital expenditure and
employment gains would hurt the current global upswing. If so, it may limit the tolerance of
the French public towards Macron’s reforms.

A marked global
slowdown could put
Macron’s reform agenda
at risk

Strikes in France
Circumstances have also changed at home. Now the time of peace between the
government and labour unions is over, Macron faces his biggest test, yet. In February,
Macron’s Prime Minister (PM), Edouard Philippe, introduced, among other reforms,
proposals to shake up the national railway company SNCF (Société nationale des chemins
de fer français). The idea is to cut costs, make the company more efficient and open the
current railway monopoly up to competition, as required by EU law.

Peace is over: countrywide strikes in France
against SNCF changes
and reform agenda in
general

The SNCF is not only a large employer (150,000 workers), it is also notorious for running
large deficits (2017: €3bn) and amassing big piles of debt (end of 2017: €45bn) while
receiving large subsidies (2017: €14bn). Its operating costs are 30% higher than those of
comparable railway companies in neighbouring countries, and its performance is poorer.
For this record, many blame the privileges granted to SNCF workers: life-long job security,
automatic annual pay rises, early retirement (from the age of 52 onwards) and generous
pension entitlements. Philippe’s proposals would effectively put an end to all of this.

Changes would put an
end to extensive
privileges granted to
SNCF workers

While most of the privileges SNCF workers have enjoyed for more than a century are
anachronistic relics, the SNCF is a sacred cow to French unionism as a last surviving
epitome of the French social welfare model. As such, this is a matter close to the labour
unions’ hearts. Labour unions have called for country-wide strikes in opposition to
Philippe’s reforms. In total, unions have announced a strike for 36 days between April and
June of which 26 fall on workdays – that is two out of every five workdays. A number of
workers from other industries, both union members and non-union personnel – including
employees of Air France, and businesses dealing with recycling and disposal management
– have joined the railway workers with their own strikes. Meanwhile, some students are
protesting against the introduction of more-selective university entry requirements.

SNCF is one of the last
surviving epitomes of
French social welfare
model for labour unions

After six weeks, neither Macron nor Philippe have signalled that they will back down on
their demands. And neither have the MPs of LREM and MoDem. The National Assembly,
France’s lower house of parliament, in which Macron’s party has a majority, took the first
step in approving the SNCF reforms on 17 April. The SNCF bill will go to the Senate on 29
May. While LREM/MoDems do not enjoy an outright majority in the upper house of
parliament, approval is expected to be concluded by early July. Behind closed doors Macron
and Philippe may be willing to offer cosmetic concessions here and there to union leaders.
But in multiple meetings with unions’ representatives, they have held their stance firm,

Neither the government
nor the labour unions
have backed down so far
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insisting that the SNCF has to change, and their proposals would be the best way to make
the railways fit for the 21st century.
As there is so much at stake for all parties and this fight may well be existential for either
side, neither the unions nor the government looks set to back down any time soon. After
six weeks of strikes, and possibly six more weeks to go, the question is how this dispute
will end.

This dispute may be
existential for either side
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Who will blink first in the strikes?
What does history tell us: 1995, Schröder or Thatcher?
We have been here before, in France and in other major European countries. Experience
tells us that the standoff between the government and the labour unions could follow three
possible scenarios.

We have been here
before – three scenarios

(1) Reformers are defeated – the France/Alain Juppé 1995 scenario: The labour unions
hold firm, show no sign of compromise and win support from the general public. The
government has to yield to the pressure of a large social movement and withdraw its
reform plans. The unions proclaim victory. In such a scenario, the introduction of the
rest of President Macron’s reform agenda and the government would be at risk,
similar to 1995. France could soon be called the “sick man of Europe” again.

France 1995: government
yield to unions

(2) Unions get real – the Germany/Gerhard Schröder 2003-05 scenario: The unions
adjust under pressure and, after some initial fierce posturing, take a less
confrontational approach, especially as the government offers some concessions. Both
sides compromise. Macron can proceed with his reform agenda, but possibly at a
slower speed and with a smaller scope. The reforms will still add to raising France’s
long-term potential. The unions have managed to ward off, or at least slow, down the
twilight of their power.

Germany 2003-05:
both sides
compromise

(3) Unions lose outright – the UK/Margaret Thatcher 1984-85 scenario: The
government holds its stance, broadly supported by the general public to pursue its
policies. Cracks appear among the labour unions. Ranks break apart as some labour
unions push for compromise. Eventually, the labour union opposition loses its force.
The government can proceed with the SNCF overhaul and its other reforms. Macron is
dubbed the “monsieur de fer” (“Mister Iron”), echoing Thatcher’s “Iron Lady” title of
the 1980s. Victory in such a decisive battle against the labour unions would clear the
way for the rest of Macron’s reform agenda and would remove another obstacle to
raising the long-term growth potential of the French economy. It would also accelerate
the twilight of the power of unions, having failed to prevent Macron’s reforms.

UK 1984-85: labour
unions back down

The question is whether French history repeats itself (and we are in for scenario one), or
history only rhymes and France takes the German (scenario two) or British (scenario three)
path, or a middle course.

Does history repeat
itself, or just rhyme?

Game theory may be helpful in this respect and suggests it is important to study where the
general public stands and how the economy is doing (for a game theory conceptualisation
of the current labour dispute, see the appendix at the back of the report). A good example is
the labour dispute of 1995.

Game theory suggests
general public and stage
of economy are crucial

Déjà vu: is it 1995 all over again?
The last time France experienced equally prolonged and broad strikes was in autumn 1995
after the then-conservative government of President Jacques Chirac and his PM Alain
Juppé announced a similar reform of the SNCF. Analogous to today, the government
pushed for this reform in the context of a larger overhaul of the French economy.

1995 labour dispute did
not end well for French
government

Late in August and early in September in 1995, Juppé outlined measures to reform the
country. Among other proposals, these reforms included requiring public employees to
work for 40 years (instead of 37 and a half years) to be eligible for pensions and shifting
the running of the health care system from unions to parliament. It did not end well for the
government, as a large social movement built in opposition to the reforms.

Government introduced
plans to reform country

The first signs of broad-based unrest arose on 10 October 1995 when – in opposition to
government plans to freeze civil service salaries in 1996 – 57% of civil servants stayed away
from work and 5m workers went out on strike. More groups joined the strikes. The
movement turned significantly stronger when, from late November 1995, SNCF, air
transport, telephone company and many other salaried workers joined. By early December,
over one third of all public employees were on strike. By mid-December 1995, the
government conceded to the railway workers and all public employees on crucial issues,
including the age of retirement. Most unions returned to work thereafter. 18 months later,
Juppé formally resigned after a stinging defeat in the legislative elections of June 1997.

Large social movement
built in opposition to
these plans –
government conceded
eventually
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This period of history contributed to France’s image that the country is irreformable. In
1996, the government estimated that the labour dispute and strikes had shaved off between
0.4-0.5 ppt off quarter-on-quarter GDP growth during the strikes.

Dispute determined
France’s image as
irreformable

A number of reasons have been put forward to explain why the government was
unsuccessful, but a lack of political power was not one of them: strikingly, Chirac’s
majority in the lower house of parliament in 1995 was bigger than Macron’s is today (see
Chart 2). Unlike Macron, Chirac also held a majority in the Senate, the upper house.

Reasons for failure of
government: it was not a
lack of political power

The failure, in our view, mainly resulted from how Chirac went about trying to implement
change and the stage of the economic cycle. First, the task to correct public finances was
big. In 1995, the French fiscal deficit had reached c5% of GDP, substantially larger than the
3% maximum set by the Maastricht Treaty that France had to comply with in 1998. Chirac,
inaugurated in May 1995, thus had to reduce the deficit by over one third in only two years.
Cuts to government spending, higher taxes and health care contributions to confront the
fiscal deficit were a dominant part of the government’s agenda in 1995. Social security
represented roughly 52% of total French government expenditure in 1995 (compared to 46%
in Germany and 44% in the UK). Coincidentally, the social security system marked its 50th
anniversary in October 1995 which bolstered public sentiment towards it.

But, the fiscal
adjustment was big ...

Second, Chirac and Juppé had not been explicit about the extent of spending cuts and the
need to reform the country during the election campaign. Consequently, in 1995, the
feeling of betrayal among the general public was widespread, as was the resultant
opposition to the reforms. While the economy had started to slowly recover in 1994, the
unemployment rate had increased in 1991-94 from 7.5% to 10.4% and was still elevated at
above 9% in late 1995. There was little willingness among the general public to tighten
belts. On top of that, Chirac and Juppé’s push for a seemingly conservative agenda and a
perceived attack on women’s rights was met with square refusal in wider parts of the
population, such as students.

... and it came as a
surprise to many French

Chart 2: In 1995 parliamentary majority was stronger ...

Chart 3: ... but crucially public support was weaker than in 2018
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Although irritated by the disruptions, a growing majority of the French supported the
strikes. In late November 1995, a poll by the daily Le Parisien found that 54% of the
population backed the strike. In a poll published by the same paper in early December 1995
that number had risen to 64% (see Chart 3).

Majority of general
public backed the strikes

This time is different
In 2018, the situation is different. While Macron faces stronger opposition to his reforms
than in 2017, it is smaller than that which Chirac had to confront in 1995. Crucially, some of
the privileges granted to SNCF workers seem like anachronistic relics that are too costly to
maintain. For that reason, the general public, of which most face less generous working
conditions in comparison to SNCF staff, do not regard the strikes as justified (on average
56% over the last couple of weeks; see Chart 3). Instead of siding with the labour unions,

2018 is not 1995: the
general public largely
backs the government
and the reforms, not the
unions and the strikes
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the general public is largely backing the government and supports the SNCF reform. An
Ifop poll taken on a regular basis shows that the general public’s support for the SNCF
reform has actually grown, from 51% in late March to 62% in early May (see Chart 4).
Chart 4: Support for SNCF reform

Chart 5: Labour union density low by comparison
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Macron’s personal approval remains solid and, according to some metrics, has actually
improved since May last year. According to an Ifop poll, when asked for whom they would
vote if the first round of presidential elections were to take place today, 33% of the
panellists chose Macron (versus 28% in October 2017 and 24% in last year’s election). More
citizens are satisfied with Macron (42%) than with his two predecessors after one year in
office (Hollande: 21%; Sarkozy: 28%). He trails only Chirac (58% in 2003, during his second
term), but beats him on whether he has kept his election promises (57% believe so
compared to 48% that believed in 2003 that Chirac had kept his word). Macron also scores
better than his predecessors on whether he will succeed in improving economic growth,
the labour market and the public deficit.

Macron’s approval
remains high relative to
his predecessors

There are three main reasons for Macron’s positive approval ratings.
(1) Macron was clear about his plans to overhaul the country. He ran on a clear proreform presidential ticket. A majority decided to go for that ticket, so the general
public now does not feel betrayed like it did in 1995.
(2) The government has been careful in what not to push for.

Macron ran on a proreform ticket
He is careful what not to
push for

o With respect to the SNCF reform, Macron scrapped very early plans to close some
railway tracks in the countryside. Such measures would have exposed some of the
government party’s MPs to fierce opposition in the local constituencies. The
government has, therefore, managed to hold its ranks and continues to enjoy its big
majority in the National Assembly, the lower house of parliament.
o Macron is not pushing for controversial social issues, which seemed to be crucial in
turning a strike of labour unions into a social movement in 1995. Students have, this
year, protested against more-selective university entry requirements. However, this
protest lacks the size and verve of a general student movement. Furthermore, polls
show that the general public do not judge the current student protests as justified.
(3) Stronger economic growth is playing into the hands of Macron. Both the domestic and
global economy picked up after late 2016, just in time to ease fiscal constraints for
Macron. He does not have to invest most of his political capital in spending cuts. His
approach has, instead, so far been largely to slow down spending increases, or freeze
spending at the current level at most, and let (higher) tax revenue do all the fiscal
rebalancing. And thanks to stronger growth, this strategy seems to be working.

The healthy economic
environment plays into
his hands

The government’s mandate today is stronger than in 1995. In contrast, the unions’ mandate
looks weaker.
Nonetheless, the unions still wield considerable power. The strikes show that, despite the
low membership and apparent divisions among confederations, the labour unions are able
to mobilise French workers to great effect. The level of unionisation is one of the weakest

Unions’ powers still
considerable
7
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in Europe, with only around 11.4% of employees in unions (see Chart 5). Unions are divided
into a number of rival confederations, competing for members, with the biggest being the
more moderate CFDT, then the hardliner CGT and the FO, between the two (formerly part
of the CGT).
That labour unions can mobilise many workers despite low membership and their
divisions can be explained by three reasons.
(1)

Negotiations between unions and employers’ associations are generally binding,
irrespective of whether employers or employees are part of the associations/unions.
For companies, this is a challenge. For employees, there is no upside of being a labour
union member – only the downside of paying a membership fee (and having to attend
meetings at the weekends).

Unions’ power stems
from negotiations
between unions and
employers being
generally binding

(2) The unions are caretakers of the French health care and social security system. Along
with employers, they effectively manage the funds.
(3) The unions represent employees in the workspace, in the works council. Managers
must consult health-and-safety councils over such matters as the reorganisation of
office furniture, for example, in order to prevent stress.
Macron intends to limit these powers, which is why the unions so fiercely oppose his
reforms. While he agreed to strengthen the significance of settlements between national
unions and industry associations (otherwise he would not have won the support of the FO)
in his September 2017 labour market reform, he managed to ensure small companies (with
fewer than 50 employees, equivalent to 95% of French companies) can discuss the working
conditions, such as working hours and pay, directly with their employees. This process
renders the most-efficient solutions because all negotiating parties at the company level
have a direct stake in the outcome of the discussions. Furthermore, if these companies
successfully forge deals with their workers, other companies will copy the settlements.
Whether smaller French firms choose not to hire more than 49 employees, in order to
avoid having to deal with a works council, remains to be seen. As part of his proposed
reform of the unemployment insurance system, Macron also wants to put an end to the comanagement of the funds by the unions and employers. This would further reduce unions’
powers. Most unions have also realised during the last year that they can only obtain
concessions from the government via negotiations.

Macron’s reforms aim to
limit unions’ powers

While the unions’ powers remain considerable for the time being, the current labour
dispute shows that they have lost crucial support. Despite having mobilised a large number
of union members and non-union supporters from different sectors, alongside some
students, the unions have not won the wider public over in their crusade against Macron’s
reforms. The level of support for this strike remains low compared to previous protests (see
Chart 6). Under Hollande, the strikes against the changes to the labour code during May
and June 2016 had the support of 59% to 65% of the population. In fact, we must go back to
the pension reform of 2008, under Sarkozy, for the last time there was minority support
for a strike (43%).

Crucially, unions have
not won the wider public
over

Chart 6: Weak support for recent strikes versus to previous ones
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In other words, the weakish unions, which have shrunk in size, face a strong government,
that so far enjoys sufficient public backing. Macron and Philippe can, therefore, feel more
comfortable than their predecessors in 1995 (Chirac and Juppé). The pressure from “the
street” may likely affect the labour unions in an equal way which – at some point – will
cause them to largely back down and end the strikes. The number of train drivers taking
part in the strikes has already fallen over the last six weeks (from 77% on 3 April, the first
day of action, down to 53% in early May). This indicates that the strikes have started to lose
momentum. Amid falling support for the protests, unions have decided to consult
employees on whether they support the SNCF reform – the week-long consultation will
take place between 14 May and 21 May.

Contrary to 1995, the
government does not
need to back down – or
only as much as the
labour unions

Lessons from elsewhere: the Schröder-Thatcher mix
Since the situation is different from 1995, labour disputes in other countries may provide
insights into how the disagreement may end. Consider, for example, the dispute in the
early 2000s between German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and German labour unions or
the confrontation between Thatcher and the British labour unions.

Labour dispute outcomes
in two other countries
may provide insights

Macron and his reforms have been likened to Schröder and his “Agenda 2010” in the early
2000s (Scenario 2). Schröder’s reforms transformed France’s neighbour on the other side
of the Rhine from the sick man of Europe into its powerhouse in the following decade. Like
Macron now, Schröder faced opposition from labour unions when he pushed for supply
side reforms between 2003 and 2005. When Schröder presented his reforms to overhaul
the German labour market, the unions rejected many proposals as socially imbalanced,
short-sighted and inappropriate to offer a path to more growth and employment. Labour
unions organised country-wide strikes in 2004 and 2005.

Does Macron have to
play it by Gerhard
Schröder?

Macron is, however, facing a tougher challenge than Schröder as the French labour unions
are much more confrontational and ideologically driven than the Germans were. In
Germany, Schröder’s centre-left SPD was the natural ally of the labour unions. The labour
unions feared that a change in government to the centre-right Christian Democrats led by
Angela Merkel would result in even harsher reforms. Consequently, the unions went
through a reckoning and turned less confrontational towards the government. Schröder, as
the chancellor of a centre-left party pursuing supply side reforms, earned his nickname as
the “comrade of the bosses” (Genosse der Bosse).

Macron faces a tougher
challenge – German
labour unions were less
ideologically driven

Schröder’s experience with German labour unions may not be the one that Macron can
hope for. He may have to go further back in history, and across the channel, for some
guidance: Thatcher’s experience may be more comparable with the situation that Macron
must confront (scenario 3).

Macron may face what
Thatcher was confronted
with

During the 1979 election, the Conservative Party vowed to restore “a fair balance between
the rights and duties of the trade union movement”. Thatcher, the party’s leader, believed
that labour laws encouraged unions to use strikes “as a weapon of first rather than last
resort”. As a consequence, she was determined to face down strikes, especially that of the
miners in 1984-85, whatever the scale of the industrial action – and she did. It cemented
Thatcher’s reputation as the “Iron Lady”. She convinced the country that the UK could not
be successful if unions were to keep their oversized power. Today’s UK, with its dynamic
economy, flexible labour market and service-sector-oriented, vibrant capital of London,
owes a great deal to Thatcher’s reforms and victory over the labour unions in the 1980s.

Thatcher crushed the
power of the bolshie
British labour unions

Does Macron have what it takes to be “Mister Iron”? Can he reform France like Thatcher
reformed the UK? Probably yes. French unions have already accused the government of
refusing to compromise an inch. Officials at the more reform-minded CFDT union have
said that their proposed amendments to the SNCF shake-up had fallen on deaf ears. More
than two thirds of French citizens expect the government to make no concessions (see
Chart 7). In a recent TV interview, Macron vowed to maintain the same pace of change
while asking for “patience” and saying the task ahead was “immense”. France may,
therefore, have to endure heavy disruptions during the long weekends in May.

Is Macron “Mister Iron”?

However, Macron’s approach still seems to be far less confrontational than that of
Thatcher. He has struck a conciliatory tone here and there. More importantly, he is
choosing his reforms wisely. For example, the most controversial changes to the SNCF will
affect new employees only (from 1 January 2020), not current staff. Unlike last year, the
government will not use executive decrees to bypass parliament for the reform of the
unemployment insurance system, and possibly also for the other measures. That takes

Macron has struck a
conciliatory tone
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some of the sting out of the debate. Macron and his government have also been more open
in discussing their reform proposals with labour unions right from the start.
On balance, Macron seems to be going for just the right dose of both Schröder and
Thatcher to persuade the labour unions to compromise and push through the SNCF
changes and the rest of his reform agenda.

A bit of Schröder and
Thatcher
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France is shaping up under Macron
Macron’s reform agenda
If Macron holds firm, possibly winning over the support of the more moderate labour
unions by making some cosmetic concessions to the SNCF reform, it would pave the way
for the rest of his reform agenda.

If successful, it would
pave the way for the rest
of Macron’s agenda ...

Besides overhauling the SNCF, and having already reshaped the labour code and cut
corporate taxes, Macron is focusing on a number of other reforms.

... public sector,
unemployment
insurance, training,
education, pension, EU
agricultural subsidies,
constitutional changes

● He has introduced plans to make the whole public sector smaller, less expensive and
more productive by cutting 120,000 of the 5m public servant jobs (except in health care)
until 2022 by offering voluntary buyouts, allowing for more temporary contracts and
linking pay more closely with performance.
● To reform the unemployment insurance system, among other initiatives, Macron has
proposed that jobseekers’ efforts to find work will be monitored more closely. He also
wants to open the system up to the self-employed and, under certain conditions,
employees who resign.
● Changes are also planned to the professional training system and the education system,
for which Macron hopes to increase funding, especially for those citizens that have few
qualifications, have dropped out of school and live in poor neighbourhoods. Many
companies complain they cannot find skilled labour despite high unemployment. The
key will be to link funds closer to performance.
● Much political energy will also be channelled into the overhaul of the pension system:
the plan is to abolish the privileges of various groups (early retirement for train drivers
at 52) and merge the 37 separate schemes into one.
● Macron has even considered revisiting the EU’s agricultural subsidies and slashing the
number of MPs by one third – the latter reform will be passed by referendum if
parliament refuses to enact the change.
For those who listened to Macron’s presidential campaign promises, these initiatives are
not a surprise. Still, Macron has surprised many observers in two major ways: (1) he is
actually keeping his word and implementing the reforms; and (2) he is doing so at a pace
that overwhelms many of his opponents.

It was all part of his
presidential campaign
programme

His strong political mandate, his parliamentary majority and the healthy economic
environment give him the means to keep his word. He also knows that it is better to push
these reforms through early since it takes time for the benefits to emerge while the costs
usually hit immediately. By going so quickly about change, he is overwhelming many who
will struggle to focus on each individual reform and, therefore, fail to form a broad
opposition to stop any controversial measure.

Macron’s strategy: going
about change quickly,
overwhelm and ...

Macron intends to implement all major reforms within his first two years in office, ahead
of the European Parliament election in May 2019. During that period he will largely ignore
his approval ratings. From 2020 onwards, we expect him to start giving some small gifts
here and there, to make sure his approval ratings rebound and he is re-elected in 2022.

... reap the benefits of his
reforms early to be reelected in 2022

Long-term growth healthy
If Macron succeeds in pushing through his reform package, the impact could match that of
the measures of Thatcher for Britain in the 1980s and of Schröder for Germany in the 2000s.

France’s growth
potential could soar

The labour market holds huge potential for France (see Chart 1 on page 1). Focusing on the
decade preceding and the decade following major reforms and confrontations between the
government and the labour unions, the experiences of the UK and Germany send a strong
message. The UK suffered a lost decade between 1975 and 1984, with employment falling at
an average annual growth rate of 0.3%. However, in the period after Thatcher made the
labour market more flexible, employment grew at an average annual rate of 0.5% as
companies started to create jobs again from 1985-1994. In Germany, meanwhile, firms were
reluctant to hire in the early 2000s amid a “reformstau” (“reform backlog”), but the rate of
employment growth tripled after Schröder’s “Agenda 2010” reforms, despite the hit from the
financial crisis in 2008-09.

Labour reforms have paid
off in the UK and in
Germany ...
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The question is whether France can do the same thing. Between 2005 and 2014, French
employment grew by an annual rate of 0.5%. Since then, thanks to labour market measures
during 2015-16 and the overhaul of the labour code in 2017, employment has risen by 0.8%
yoy on average, similar to the rate of jobs growth in Germany (see Chart 10). The strong
growth so far probably owes more to the return to normal cyclical dynamics over the last
couple of years than to the actions taken so far. In fact, some companies have made use of
the lower barriers to hire new employees that resulted from last year’s reform of the labour
code by actually laying off some of their workers. Net employment has still been positive
thanks to the cyclical upswing and should sustain a healthy pace, especially if the domestic
environment improves further.

... and will likely also do
so in France

In any case, the reforms will need time to take full effect. Some benefits will take years to
become visible, possibly not before the next downturn. The German experience of
overhauling the labour market tells a sobering tale: the robustness of the German labour
market did not manifest itself so strongly in the global upswing years from 2005-08 vis-àvis other countries, but rather in how quickly the labour market recovered in late 2009 –
that was more than five years after the reforms.

But reforms will take
time to take full effect ...

While France may make stronger gains in employment than it would have without the
measures taken last year, as employers take advantage of lower burdens for companies in
terms of both regulation and taxation, the real benefit of the labour market reform could
become visible in the next stage of the cycle. During the double whammy of the financial
and euro crises, unemployment in Germany rose only slightly (less than 1ppt during the
financial crisis, 0.1ppt in the euro crisis) and healthy employment forces set in quickly.

... maybe not before the
next downturn

Chart 10: French job creation has matched the German recently ...

Chart 11: ... but has a long way to go
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Today only about 65% of all French people aged 16 to 64 are in work (see Chart 11). In
Germany, this employment rate has risen from 65% to over 75% since 2004 because of the
reforms. Thanks to the additional tax and contribution payers and the lower expenditure
on unemployment, Germany has enjoyed a fiscal surplus and a golden decade. With its
reforms, France may shrink its employment gap to Germany over the next 10-15 years.
With increasing employment and higher tax revenues, it can experience its own golden
decade, while Germany is likely to fall back slowly due to a lack of new reforms.
Furthermore, the UK benefited from deregulation and the emergence of the service-sector
economy, and Germany just had the right industrial products on the shelf when China was
starting to ask for them in the 2000s. Similarly, in the long-term, France could be a major
beneficiary of China and other emerging markets’ growing appetite for the finest consumer
and luxury goods in the world. France has the brands that consumers crave.

French versus German
employment rate: big
gap, big potential

There may, however, be a major difference to past reform episodes in the UK and
Germany: France is reforming itself in the aftermath of the highly disruptive great
financial crisis of 2008-09 and the euro crisis of 2011-12. Partly because of the costs of
these crises, populists are riding high in opinion polls in the early stages of the reform
process. Such populists barely existed in the UK or Germany 10 and 30 years ago,
respectively. As a result, France cannot afford to get it wrong. Otherwise, Le Pen or an
almost equally dangerous Jean-Luc Mélenchon on the political left could take over at the
next election in 2022. The stakes are high.

Stakes are higher for
France to get it right
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Stock market performance
Looking at the stock market performance, it becomes obvious that it will take time for the
beneficial effects of the reforms to materialise. Between Macron’s election in May 2017 and
the market correction in early February 2018, French CAC40 stocks yielded a solid total
return (capital appreciation and dividends) of almost 7%. The total return of German stocks
in the DAX30 was only slightly lower in the same period (c6%). That the German stocks
performed so well relatively to the French ones is probably because German stocks usually
respond more to cyclical dynamics. As trade and economic growth picked up across the
globe in 2017, German stocks performed particularly well and almost as strongly as French
shares.

French versus German
stock performance over
the last 12 months ...

Yet, the German example of labour reforms tells an encouraging tale: for the years to come,
even without a major escalation into a trade war (that would weigh on German stocks more
than French ones), France seems to have more potential than Germany, whose stocks may
already have run most of their course. After years of stock market performance similar to that
of French shares, German stocks shifted into a higher gear in 2005 and 2006 – the two years
after the introduction of major labour market reforms. To some extent, again, this is because
of the German economy’s greater cyclicality. Furthermore, Germany’s bigger losses in 2008
almost offset its bigger gains in the years before. However, from 2010, German stocks pulled
away as the domestic economy did much better than many Eurozone peers. While the French
economy did surprisingly well – and performed better than peripheral countries during the
two crises – its stocks did not match their German counterparts’ performance (see Chart 8
and 9 – German stocks yielded a constant average annual return of c13.0% between 2003 and
2014 while the French stocks yielded only c7.9%).

... and over the last 15
years

Chart 8: French versus German stock market performance ...

Chart 9: ... across different periods
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The German outperformance stopped in 2015. From the start of 2015 until the end of 2017,
French stocks have performed better than their German counterparts (a constant average
annual growth rate of 13.5% versus 11.7%, see Chart 9). While this may be explained by
some catch-up of the French economy relative to the German one, it may also point to
some payoff from pro-growth reforms in the later stages of the presidency of Macron’s
predecessor, President Hollande. Spearheaded by then-economics minister Macron, France
had already introduced measures to make the labour market more flexible in 2015-16,
which pushed the country to the top of the reform league among the major advanced
economies, as compiled by the OECD.

Things started to change
as early as 2015 in France
– with Macron as
economics minister

Short-term economic outlook volatile
In the short-term, one-off factors may weigh on GDP growth. In Q1, France experienced
unusually heavy snow in late February and early March – GDP growth slowed from 0.7%
qoq in Q4 2017 to 0.3%. In Q2, the economy will experience a positive bounce back from the
weak Q1. However, this effect will be neutralised by the dampening impact from the strike
disruptions. In net terms, we expect GDP to expand by 0.4%. The strikes have a direct effect
by lowering public sector output, and an indirect effect from the impact on the wider
economy, such as commuters and tourists having to cancel their trips. In 1995, when there

Volatile growth in the
short-term affected by
exceptional factors
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were 22 days of strikes, GDP growth slowed from 0.5% in Q2 qoq to almost a standstill in
H2 (0.1% qoq in each quarter). Since the current strikes are much narrower, and we do not
expect them to last that as long as in 1995, we believe the effect will be smaller.
After some bounce back again in Q3 from the end of strike disruptions (0.7% qoq), from Q4
onwards – in the current global environment – we expect the French economy to expand
by a rate of close to 0.6% qoq and 2.4% on an annualised rate over the medium-term. Even
if the current strong growth dynamics across the globe were to fade, or headwinds were to
arise, the French economy should weather such an environment better than before.

From Q4 2018 growth at
around 0.6% qoq
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Appendix: what does game theory tell us?
Economists use game theory to analyse conflicts. In a simplified game theory
conceptualisation of the labour dispute, each player has two options: “compromise” or “no
compromise”. The option each player will ultimately choose depends on each option’s
payoff (see Table 1).

Game theory may be
helpful

The labour unions (Player 1) want to maintain the status quo of the SNCF in particular and
the French social welfare system in general. They choose the “no compromise” option. The
government insists on changing the status quo because it is too costly and inefficient to be
maintained. Yielding to labour unions’ opposition would also jeopardise the power to push
through other reforms. So, the government holds firm and rejects compromise.

Both players can choose
to compromise or not to
compromise

Base case scenario
The only way both players gain (a payoff of 1 for each) is if both choose the “compromise”
option. Otherwise, one player gains while the other loses out (a payoff of 2 for the noncompromiser versus a payoff of -2 for the compromiser). However, the unions have gone
on strike and the government has chosen not to yield to their pressure. Both players have
chosen “no compromise”, because that option is the one that seems to provide a larger
payoff for either player than the “compromise” option, whatever option the other player
chooses (a payoff of 2 versus 1 if the other player chooses to “compromise” or -1 versus -2 if
the other player chooses the “no compromise” option). Since both players have chosen the
“no compromise” option, neither player receives anything, and instead each suffers a small
loss (-1). The union members lose pay as they strike and the government loses tax revenue
as the unions strike.

Both the labour unions’
and the government’s
preferred option is not to
compromise – both lose
out (pay or tax revenue)

Table 1: A labour dispute in game theory, the base case
Player 2 (Government)

Compromise

No compromise

Compromise

1\1

-2 \ 2

No compromise

2 \ -2

-1 \ -1

Player 1
(Unions)

In each cell the number before the backslash refers to Player 1’s payoff and the number after the
backslash to Player 2’s payoff. The bolded option indicates each player’s preferred option; the shaded
payoffs indicate the outcome of the labour dispute. Source: Berenberg

Crucially, the game is not just played over one round, but many rounds: payoffs can change
from round to round and the stalemate – both players choosing the “no compromise”
option – can be resolved.

Payoffs and preferred
options can change

As it is affected by the labour dispute and its outcome, the general public may play a
decisive role in the way the payoffs of the government and the labour unions change, and
ultimately in the outcome of the labour dispute. First, as time goes by, the option of “no
compromise” turns more expensive for either side – the general public turns against both
the labour unions and the government, as citizens assume each party has a shared
responsibility for whatever harm the strike may cause (limited, delayed or no functioning
services). Alternatively, the general public may blame one side over the other. In other
words, each player’s payoff and, therefore, the outcome of the game are influenced by
which player the general public sides with. Whether a player wins the public’s support
determines how much it can afford to stick to its “no compromise” approach, or have to
yield and compromise.

General public plays a
decisive role in
determining payoffs and
outcome ...

The general public may side with one or the other player for all sorts of reasons. The
business cycle is a key driving force. In times of economic stress, usually the general public
blames the government for personal hardship – whether justified or not – and will more
likely take the opposing side to the government. Meanwhile, during a cyclical upswing,

... and so does the
economic environment
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when the economy is growing at a healthy pace, the government can avoid unpopular
spending cuts and reforms may meet more understanding among the general public.

1995: reformers are defeated
In 1995, the general public clearly did not side with the government. The backlash from the
general public to the government’s uncompromising approach – despite the unions’
equally uncompromising approach – was big (indicated in Table 2 by a bigger loss than in
the base case of Table 1: -3 versus -1). It was, effectively, too big to bear for the government.
Consequently, the government’s preferred option throughout the dispute with the labour
unions changed from “no compr0mise” to “compromise”. The unions’ preferred option
continued to be “no compromise”. Supported by a larger social movement, the gain from
sticking to an uncompromising approach in response to “no compromise” by the
government had actually increased (1 versus -1). So, it was just a matter of time until the
government would realise that its uncompromising approach would get it nowhere and it
conceded on crucial issues eventually.

In 1995, the
government’s preferred
option turned from “no
compromise” to
“compromise” – and it
conceded on critical
issues

Table 2: The 1995 labour dispute
Government (Chirac, Juppe)

Compromise

No compromise

Compromise

1\1

-2 , 2

No compromise

2 \ -2

-1+2=1 \ -1-2=-3

Unions

In each cell the number before the backslash refers to the unions’ payoff and the number after the
backslash to the government’s payoff. The bolded option indicates each player’s preferred option; the
shaded payoffs indicate the outcome of the labour dispute. Source: Berenberg

2018: the unions get real
In 2018, the situation is different. Given the lack of support for the strikes, the “no
compromise” option cedes its status as the preferred choice not only for the government –
as in the case of 1995 (see Table 2) – but also for the unions (see Table 3). Judging by the
payoffs, neither the “compromise” nor “no compromise” option (always) provides a bigger
reward. But, overall, the cost for each player of the “no compromise” option – if the other
player also chooses an uncompromising approach – is higher and the benefit to
“compromise” – if the other player also chooses a compromising approach – is higher than
in the base case (see Table 1 for comparison: 2 versus 1 and -2 versus -1, respectively). It
could produce an outcome of the labour dispute that is not only different to 1995, but also
to the base case. It is more likely than before that both players could go for the
compromising approach – and receive a payoff of 2 each.

In 2018, both the
government and the
unions may end up
compromising

Table 3: The labour dispute in 2018 – multiple equilibria
Government (Macron, Philippe)

Compromise

No compromise

Compromise

1+1=2 \ 1+1=2

-2 \ 2

No compromise

2 \ -2

-1-1=-2 \ -1-1=-2

Unions

In each cell the number before the backslash refers to the unions’ payoff and the number after the
backslash to the government’s payoff. Source: Berenberg
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Josep Bori
Georgios Kertsos
Tej Sthankiya
Gordon Tveito-Duncan
Tammy Qiu

+44 20 3753 3058
+44 20 3465 2715
+44 20 3753 3099
+44 20 3753 3100
+44 20 3465 2673

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
David Burns
Nicolas Didio
Usman Ghazi
Laura Janssens
Carl Murdock-Smith

+44 20 3753 3059
+44 20 3753 3091
+44 20 3207 7824
+44 20 3465 2639
+44 20 3207 7918

THEMATIC RESEARCH
Nick Anderson
Oyvind Bjerke
Steven Bowen
Asad Farid
Robert Lamb
Paul Marsch
Saliha Shariff

+44 20 3207 7838
+44 20 3753 3082
+44 20 3753 3057
+44 20 3207 7932
+44 20 3465 2623
+44 20 3207 7857
+44 20 3753 3097

TOBACCO
Jonathan Leinster
UTILITIES
Oliver Brown
Andrew Fisher
Lawson Steele

+44 20 3465 2645

+44 20 3207 7922
+44 20 3207 7937
+44 20 3207 7887

ECONOMICS
Florian Hense
Carsten Hesse
Kallum Pickering
Holger Schmieding

+44 20 3207 7859
+44 20 3753 3001
+44 20 3465 2672
+44 20 3207 7889

CRM
Laura Cooper
Jessica Jarmyn
Madeleine Lockwood
Vikram Nayar
Rita Pilar

+44 20 3753 3065
+44 20 3465 2696
+44 20 3753 3110
+44 20 3465 2737
+44 20 3753 3066

CORPORATE ACCESS
Lindsay Arnold
Robyn Gowers
Jennie Jiricny
Ross Mackay
Stella Siggins
Lucy Stevens
Abbie Stewart

+44 20 3207 7821
+44 20 3753 3109
+44 20 3207 7886
+44 20 3207 7866
+44 20 3465 2630
+44 20 3753 3068
+44 20 3753 3054

EVENTS
Charlotte David
Suzy Khan
Natalie Meech
Eleanor Metcalfe
Rebecca Mikowski
Ellen Parker

+44 20 3207 7832
+44 20 3207 7915
+44 20 3207 7831
+44 20 3207 7834
+44 20 3207 7822
+44 20 3465 2684

EQUITY SALES
SPECIALIST SALES
AEROSPACE & CAPITAL GOODS
Cara Luciano
+44 20 3753 3146
AUTOS & TECHNOLOGY
Edward Wales
+44 20 3207 7815
BANKS, DIVERSIFIED FINANCIALS & INSURANCE
Iro Papadopoulou
+44 20 3207 7924
Calum Marris
+44 20 3753 3040
BUSINESS SERVICES, LEISURE & TRANSPORT
Rebecca Langley
+44 20 3207 7930
CONSTRUCTION,CHEMICALS, METALS & MINING
James Williamson
+44 20 3207 7842
CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
Victoria Maigrot
+44 20 3753 3010
Emma Buchy-Dury
+44 20 3207 7816
HEALTHCARE
David Hogg
+44 20 3465 2628
THEMATICS
Chris Armstrong
+44 20 3207 7809
SALES
BENELUX
Miel Bakker
Bram van Hijfte

+44 20 3207 7808
+44 20 3753 3000

SALES TRADING

FRANCE
Alexandre Chevassus
Dalila Farigoule

+33 1 5844 9512
+33 1 5844 9510

SCANDINAVIA
Mikko Vanhala
Marco Weiss

+44 20 3207 7818
+49 40 350 60 719

UK
James Burt
Fabian De Smet
Marta De-Sousa Fialho
Jules Emmet
Robert Floyd
David Franklin
Karl Hancock
Sean Heath
Stuart Holt
James Hunt
James McRae
David Mortlock
Eleni Papoula
Bhavin Patel
Kushal Patel
Richard Payman
Christopher Pyle

+44 20 3207 7807
+44 20 3207 7810
+44 20 3753 3098
+44 20 3753 3260
+44 20 3753 3018
+44 20 3465 2747
+44 20 3207 7803
+44 20 3465 2742
+44 20 3465 2646
+44 20 3753 3007
+44 20 3753 3036
+44 20 3207 7850
+44 20 3465 2741
+44 20 3207 7926
+44 20 3753 3038
+44 20 3207 7825
+44 20 3753 3076

EQUITY TRADING

PARIS
Vincent Klein
Antonio Scuotto

+33 1 58 44 95 09
+33 1 58 44 95 03

LONDON
Assia Adanouj
Charles Beddow
Mike Berry
Joseph Chappell
Stewart Cook
Mark Edwards
Tom Floyd
Tristan Hedley
Peter King
Simon Messman
AJ Pulleyn
Matthew Regan
Michael Schumacher
Paul Somers

+44 20 3753 3087
+44 20 3465 2691
+44 20 3465 2755
+44 20 3207 7885
+44 20 3465 2752
+44 20 3753 3004
+44 20 3753 3136
+44 20 3753 3006
+44 20 3753 3139
+44 20 3465 2754
+44 20 3465 2756
+44 20 3465 2750
+44 20 3753 3006
+44 20 3465 2753

HAMBURG
David Hohn
Gregor Labahn
Lennart Pleus
Marvin Schweden
Omar Sharif
Philipp Wiechmann
Christoffer Winter
LONDON
Christopher Brown
Edward Burlison-Rush
Richard Kenny
Chris McKeand
Ross Tobias
Robert Towers

GERMANY
Michael Brauburger
Nina Buechs
André Grosskurth
Florian Peter
Joerg Wenzel

+49 69 91 30 90 741
+49 69 91 30 90 735
+49 69 91 30 90 734
+49 69 91 30 90 740
+49 69 91 30 90 743

SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA & ITALY
Duncan Downes
+41 22 317 1062
Andrea Ferrari
+41 44 283 2020
Gianni Lavigna
+41 44 283 2038
Jamie Nettleton
+41 44 283 2026
Yeannie Rath
+41 44 283 2029
Mirco Tieppo
+41 44 293 2024
COO Office
Greg Swallow
Fenella Neill

+44 20 3207 7833
+44 20 3207 7868

ELECTRONIC TRADING
+49 40 350 60 761
+49 40 350 60 571
+49 40 350 60 596
+49 40 350 60 576
+49 40 350 60 563
+49 40 350 60 346
+49 40 350 60 559

Jonas Doehler
Matthias Führer
Sven Kramer
Matthias Schuster

+44 40 350 60 391
+49 40 350 60 597
+49 40 350 60 347
+44 40 350 60 463

+44 20 3753 3085
+44 20 3753 3005
+44 20 3753 3083
+44 20 3207 7938
+44 20 3753 3137
+44 20 3753 3262
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Contacts

BERENBERG CAPITAL MARKETS LLC

MED. TECH/SERVICES
Ravi Misra

+1 646 949 9022

+1 646 949 9028

SHIPPING & TRANSPORTATION
Donald McLee
+1 646 949 9026
SOFTWARE & IT SERVICES
Gal Munda

E-mail: firstname.lastname@berenberg-us.com

ECONOMICS

EQUITY RESEARCH
FOOD MANUFACTURING
Adam Mizrahi

Member FINRA & SIPC

+1 646 949 9021

SPECIALTY PHARMACEUTICALS
Patrick R. Trucchio
+1 646 949 9027

Mickey Levy
Roiana Reid

+1 646 949 9099
+1 646 949 9098

EQUITY SALES
SALES
Enrico DeMatt
Kelleigh Faldi
Ted Franchetti
Shawna Giust
Rich Harb
Zubin Hubner
Michael Lesser
Jessica London

+1 646 949 9230
+1 617 292 8288
+1 646 949 9231
+1 646 949 7216
+1 617 292 8228
+1 646 949 9202
+1 646 949 9221
+1 646 949 9203

SALES (cont'd)
Anthony Masucci
Ryan McDonnell
Emily Mouret
Peter Nichols
Kieran O'Sullivan
Rodrigo Ortigao
Ramnique Sroa
Matt Waddell

+1 617 292 8282
+1 646 949 9214
+1 415 802 2525
+1 646 949 9201
+1 617 292 8292
+1 646 949 9205
+1 415 802 2523
+1 646 949 9220

CRM
LaJada Gonzales
Monika Kwok

+1 646 949 9213
+1 646 949 9212

CORPORATE ACCESS
Olivia Lee
Tiffany Smith

+1 646 949 9207
+1 646 949 9208

EVENTS
Laura Hawes

+1 646 949 9209

SALES TRADING
Ronald Cestra
Mark Corcoran
Michael Haughey
Christopher Kanian
Lars Schwartau
Bob Spillane
Jordan White

+1 646 949 9104
+1 646 949 9105
+1 646 949 9106
+1 646 949 9103
+1 646 949 9101
+1 646 949 9102
+1 646 949 9222
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